Trial Running Phase
The T-Minus process for entry into ROGS is complete and demonstrates the collaborative effort
between all parties involved that is imperative to getting the Elizabeth line into passenger service.
This has seen the completion of the required assurance work through closure or structured
engineering judgements, and the completion of assurance deliverables that have enabled the
railway to enter into a ROGS environment.
On 28 March 2021, the Great Western Main Line transition was commissioned. Crossrail
infrastructure is now connected to the Great Western for test trains across that route. The first
System Testing with a train session was undertaken with six runs completed.
Trial Operations
Work continues on completing the works at our central station sites. On 05 March 2021, Farringdon
station was successfully handed over to London Underground (LU), the first of the LU stations to be
handed over, and the second of the stations to be handed over after Custom House. This is not only
a significant achievement in preparation for Trial Operations but also for acquiring lessons learned
from both Farringdon and Custom House stations that will support subsequent stations in readiness
for their respective handover. Tottenham Court Road station remains on track for handover in
Spring 2021.
Custom House station has completed the final hooking up of the communications and control
systems and is now fully integrated with the Route Control Centre in Romford.
Focus and Challenges
With the project now safely into a ROGS environment, there is now an increased focus on the
transition to Trial Operations, which is a key organisational, cultural and delivery challenge. The
programme will be pivoting its governance, reporting and management to align to this.
A significant part of the delivery challenge is the transition to delivering works in an accesscontrolled railway environment. Ensuring strict adherence to the Infrastructure Managers’ processes
for integrated access planning, ensuring Health and Safety remains uncompromised and that
Crossrail’s planning of remaining works is as tight as possible.
It has been identified that an additional, uninterrupted means of energisation is required at
Plumstead Sidings. An initial technical solution has been identified and the Elizabeth Line Delivery
Group is being engaged in the formation and approval of the strategy for providing this. We will be
managing this closely in readiness for the Trial Operations phase and the following introduction of
passenger services.
Operational Readiness
The Public Performance Measure (PPM) reported in period 12 was 94.3%, with the Moving Annual
Average trend continuing to improve and now at 95.9%, the highest since TfL Rail took over
operations.
The 9 car Full Length Units (FLU) introduced in December 2020 to the Reading route continued to
drive the expected Class 345 fleet reliability improvements during Period 12. This is due to new
software significantly reducing the number of ETCS (signalling) related service affecting defects.
The next reliability improving software, including further improvements in ETCS performance, is now
being rolled out across the fleet.
Ahead of the railway entering ROGS and TfL standing up as the Infrastructure Manager, all
readiness activities necessary to enable the transfer of management of the central operating section

